Shuffled frog leaping algorithm is a simulation of the frog group foraging behavior of modern heuristic intelligent algorithm. Based on the defect of this algorithm is easy to be premature, the optimization accuracy low, this paper proposes a shuffled frog leaping algorithm based on population diversity feedback. Through the optimization experimental of testing on the standard function, the results show that the global optimization performance of the improved shuffled frog leaping algorithm has better.
Introduction
Shuffled frog leaping algorithm is a simulation of the frog group foraging behavior of modern heuristic intelligent algorithm. The algorithm has flexible structure frame, strong global information sharing and interaction. Muzaffar M.
Eusuff and Kevin E. Lansey supposed the algorithm in 2000 and it is used to solve water resource in network distribution problem [1] . Academic conducted show that the shuffled frog leaping algorithm in solving some problems of continuous functions have better performance than genetic algorithm [2] .
Eusuff studied the system theory of basic shuffled frog leaping algorithm in 2006, the perfect shuffled frog leaping algorithm was used to solve typical combinatorial optimization problems [3] . [4] . In 2008, Zhang introduced the individual cognition learning ability of PSO algorithm into shuffled frog leaping algorithm, thereby improving the individual learning ability of shuffled frog leaping algorithm [5] . In 2009, Xuan Zongyi due to the discrete optimization problem, built the behavior describe of knapsack problem based on 0/ 1 code , and the improved shuffled frog leaping algorithm was used to solve 0-1 knapsack problem [6] .
Shuffled frog leaping algorithm based on diversity feedback
(SFLADF)
Attract operation and exclusive operation
How to measure and dynamic regulate population diversity and its effect in the mixed iteration is the main question 0f shuffled frog leaping algorithm need to solve. In view of this, this paper presents the shuffled frog leaping algorithm based on diversity feedback (SFLADF) schematic diagram as shown in Figure 1 . In the schematic diagram of this algorithm, the frog population is a typical closed-loop automatic control system. The diversity controller uses effectively diversity evaluation index to calculate the diversity of the population in the system and uses the feedback mechanism to determine increase population diversity or reduce the population diversity according to the real-time population diversity, and so as to control the output strategies of group optimizer, dynamic adjust the frog individual behavior, improve the population diversity through adjusting the frog's behavior and promote a higher quality solutions. information, the performance and searching ability of the algorithm will improve [41] . Through referencing to the "elite group" thought of genetic algorithm, put forward the attraction state control method of the population 2410 diversity. That is, the frogs of optimal position will replace K (k< P) frogs of the worst fitness, prompt the frogs quickly closes to the optimal location. If Diversity (t) < Dlow
Among them, Gauss (0, 1) for the Gauss distribution function of u =0, σ =1.
The realization of algorithm
The algorithm steps described as follows: 
The simulation experiment and analysis
In order to validate the effectively and solving the ability of the algorithm, this paper selects two different characteristics of typical test functions as the test objects. Table 1 lists the basic SFLA, literature [5] proposes the ISFLA2 and the algorithm of this paper, three kinds of algorithm operate 30 times for 30 dimensional of testing function independent, the results of the average the optimal values. In order to ensure the fairness of algorithm performance, parameter setting of basic shuffled frog leaping algorithm is kept consistent. Figure 2 and Figure 3 are the evolutionary curves of function average extremum. Among them, the vertical axis represents the natural logarithmic function average value, the abscissa values for the evolution algebra.
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Learned from the table 1, in the same number of iterations, the algorithm achieves the result of the two tests function is better than the basic shuffled frog leaping algorithm and ISFLA2. At the same time the algorithm standard deviation is significantly less than SFLA and ISFLA2, it shows that this algorithm has better stability. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show, the improvement SFLADF algorithm, the evolution algebra is in the same case, convergence precision, later convergence speed greatly improved. 
Conclusions
Experiments show that, the improved shuffled frog leaping algorithm exhibits a strong optimization ability and strong robustness, to a certain extent, it overcomes the algorithm into a "premature" phenomenon.
